May 21, 2020

Watch Now: Extreme Ocean Machines
In case you missed it, James Cameron leads an expert panel talking about revolutionary ocean technologies

Ocean Encounters: The Future Ocean
Aquanaut Fabien Cousteau talks with Mark Abbott about our ocean planet, May 27, 7:30 p.m. EDT

No shoes, no lab, no problem
Lab shutdowns enable speedier investigation of lethal coral disease

Working from home: Dante Cusolito makes mini Atlantis
An ocean enthusiast in quarantine recreates WHOI research vessel

A beginner’s guide to oceanography
This week check out our interactive content on the WHOI Dive and Discover page

Take a deep dive into these Alvin-themed gifts
A benthic bounty has bubbled to the surface: apparel, decals and more, all inspired by an iconic sub

WHOI IN THE NEWS

The Atlantic
The Last Place on Earth We’d Ever Expect to Find Life

MARCO
Exploring the Unexplored: Deep-Sea Canyons of the Mid-Atlantic

MEDIUM
Conserving the Nature of the Northeast: Expensive taste

SMART WATER MAGAZINE
Study shows wetter climate is likely to intensify global warming

THE CASPER STAR TRIBUNE
Caldera Chronicles: Yellowstone helps scientists' understanding of nitrogen

Where are WHOI Ships Now?